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 Why your students (and you) should learn 
programming

 How you can get started learning and 
teaching programming with TI calculators

 The important commands for writing 
programs

 Sample programs



 Dr. Christopher Mitchell (“Kerm Martian”)
 Teacher, author, student, engineer, 

programmer
 Programming the TI-83 Plus/TI-84 Plus (2012)

 Using the TI-84 Plus (2013, 2015)
 17 years using and programming TI 

calculators
 Founder of Cemetech, 14,000-member 

community of programming experts and 
beginners



 Graphing calculator are just small computers

 Innards: RAM=RAM, CPU=CPU

 I/O: Keypad=keyboard, LCD=LCD

 Equivalent to a c. 1980 PC

=



 Outdated as a computer, perfect as a 
programming tool

 Simple, familiar interface

 Ubiquitous and portable

 Entirely self-contained

 Sliding difficulty scale

 Success stories
 Calculator programming teaches students 

fundamental programming and logic skills
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 Dedicated course vs. enrichment activities
 A sample dedicated course curriculum

 Lessons and textbook

 Mini-eBook (free download @ http://tny.im/mL)

 Helpful tools for teachers and students
 Focus on TI-83 Plus/TI-84 Plus/TI-84 Plus CE

 TI-Nspire programming is quite different



Complete Course As Enrichment 
Material

Focus Learn to think like a 
programmer

TI-BASIC as a math and 
science tool

Projects Guided examples and 
student-chosen 
programs

Solvers and tools for the 
main course material

New skills General programming Applying programming to 
solving and understanding 
other subjects

Prerequisites Basic math and 
calculator use

Some programming 
background is a plus



 Part 1: Intro to Programming

 Lesson 1: Introducing calculator programming

 Lesson 2: Using input and output

 Lesson 3: Making decisions: conditionals

 Lesson 4: Repetition with loops

 Lesson 5: Menus, Labels, and Goto

 Lesson 6: Putting it all together: Idea to Program

 Midterm project



 Part 2: Interactive Programs

 Lesson 7: Event loops and the keyboard

 Lesson 8: Math, graphing, and programs

 Lesson 9: Graphics on the graphscreen

 Lesson 10: Using lists and matrices

 Lesson 11: Going further: optimization and more

 Final Project



 Programming the 
TI-83 Plus/TI-84 Plus

 by Christopher R. Mitchell

 Manning Publications, 2012

 ISBN 9781617290770



 From TI
 TI-SmartView emulator, TI-Connect CE TI-BASIC editor

 TI-Codes enrichment material
 At Cemetech
 Discussion forum for programming and project help 

(cemetech.net/forum)

 Online TI-BASIC editor: SourceCoder 3 (sc.cemetech.net)

 Offline TI-BASIC editor: TokenIDE (cemete.ch/DL515)

 Online emulator: jsTIfied (cemete.ch/emu)
 Elsewhere
 Program archives at ticalc.org for reference code
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Source Code
PROGRAM:HIWORLD
:Disp "HELLO WORLD"

Create the Program
1. 
2. Type HIWORLD
3. Type Disp (                     )
4. Type "HELLO, WORLD"
5. Quit the program editor
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 Let’s figure out acceleration and deceleration 
with TI-BASIC programs.



 Designing a monorail

 Want to get between stations as quickly as 
possible, but motors that accelerate more quickly 
are more expensive.

 How long to accelerate to a given velocity?

 Compute time to accelerate to a velocity
 Given: acceleration, target velocity
 Find: time

vf = v0 + a*t     t = (vf – v0)/a



 Common TI-BASIC pattern for very simple math 
programs: input, computation, output

PROGRAM:MONORAIL
:Disp "COMPUTES TIME TO"
:Disp "ACCELERATE TO A VELOCITY"
:Disp "USE m/s AND m/s2"
:Input "ACCELERATION:",A
:Input "TARGET VELOCITY:",V
:Input "CURRENT VELOCITY:",W
:(V-W)/A->T
:Disp "TIME TO ACCELERATE:",T

vf = v0 + a*t
t = (vf – v0)/a





 Don’t want drivers to overshoot the stations!
 How long before the station do they need to 

start decelerating?
 We can derive this formula, by for speed:

vf
2 = v0

2 +2a(xf – x0)
xf – x0 = distance to decelerate
v0 = initial speed (say, 100 m/s)
vf = final speed (0 m/s)
a = how fast monorail can decelerate



 Using vf
2 = v0

2 +2a(xf – x0)  -v0
2/2a = xf – x0:

PROGRAM:MONOSTOP
:Disp "COMPUTES THE TIME TO"
:Disp "STOP A MONORAIL. GIVE"
:Disp "m/s AND m/s2 FOR UNITS"
:Input "CURRENT VELOCITY:",V
:Input "ACCELERATION:",A
:-V^^2/(2A)->D
:Disp "DISTANCE:",D
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 Structure the idea

 E.g., PILEIBNZ and PIVIETE: Display 
information, input, loop, computation, output

 Convert to blocks of code
 Test and debug

Outline/diagram 

program flow Write part 

of program

Design 

interface

(Optional)

Pseudocode

Unit testing and 

debugging

Test and debug full program

Brainstorm idea 

and details

Section 5.1.1

Section 5.1.1

Section 5.1.1

Section
5.1.2 Section 5.1.3

Section 5.1.2 Section 5.1.3



Each of these TI-BASIC commands requires practice 
and examples to learn correctly, but this introduction 
will familiarize you with common commands.

 Input: Prompt, Input, Menu(
 Output: Disp, Output(, ClrHome
 Making a decision: If, Then, Else, End
 Looping: For(, While, Repeat, End
 Jumping: Lbl, Goto, Menu(
 Pausing, quitting: Pause, Return, Stop



 How you get information from the user and 
return information back

 Input and output works with types of data 
useful for math, games, and more:

 Strings

 Symbols

 Numbers



 Prompt X: Display “X?” and get a value for 
the variable X

 Input "VALUE:",X: Display “VALUE” and get 
a value for the variable X from the user

 Menu("TITLE","OPTN 1",A,"OPTN 2",B2): 
Let the user choose from 2 to 7 options (we’ll 
talk about what A and B2 are with the 
Lbl/Goto commands)



 ClrHome: Clear the homescreen
 Disp "STRING": Display STRING on the 

homescreen
 Disp -5.195: Display -5.195 on homescreen
 Disp 3+A: Display the sum of 3 and the 

variable A on the homescreen
 Output(4,5,3.14): Display 3.14 at row 4, 

column 5 of the homescreen
 Drawing on the graphscreen is also easy 

using TI-BASIC



PROGRAM:IO
:Prompt Q
:Input “RADIUS=",R
:ClrHome
:Disp "COMBINATIONS:"
:Disp "Q+R=",Q+R
:Output(5,1,"Q-R=")
:Output(5,5,Q-R)
:Pause 
:ClrHome

Display at 
the next 
available line

Display at 
specific row 
and column



 Conditionals run or skip code based on a 
condition

 Conditions evaluate to true or false. Examples:

3<4: True 3=3: True 3>4: False

-1≤5: True 92=81: True sum({1,2})=3: True

1: True 42: True 0: False

 Any condition that reduces to a number:

 Zero is false

 Nonzero is true



Three types of conditional structures:
(1) Single-line If

:If S=3
:Disp "YER OUT“

:If B=4
:Disp "YOU WALK"
:Disp "BATTER UP"

Runs single line of code only if condition is true; any 
following code is always run



Three types of conditional structures:
(2) Multi-line If/Then/End

:If X>3
:Then
:Disp "X>3"
:5+X→A
:End

Runs all code between Then and End only if 
condition is true

Both lines run if 
X>3, none if X≤3



Three types of conditional structures:
(3) Multi-line If/Then/Else/End

:If X>3
:Then
:Disp "X>3"
:Else
:Disp "X≤3"
:End

Runs code between Then and Else only if condition is true
Runs code between Else and End only if condition is false

Any line(s) run only if X>3

Any line(s) run only if X≤3



PROGRAM:VOTEAGE
:ClrHome
:Input "AGE? ",A
:If A≥21
:Then
:Disp "YOU CAN VOTE"
:Else
:Disp "YOU CAN VOTE IN    YEARS"
:Output(2,17,21-A)
:End



 Loops repeat sections of code
 End loop body with the End command
 For(X,0,10,2): Loops starting at X=0 and 

keeps adding 2 to X on each repetition, until 
X=10

 For(X,1,10): Adds 1 to X on each repetition
 While Str1="QUAD": Repeats loop body while 

Str1 contains the string "QUAD"
 Repeat sum(L1)>42: Repeats loop body until 

sum of elements of list L1 is greater than 42.



PROGRAM:PRESSKEY
:Disp "PRESS [Y=]"
:Repeat K=11
:getKey→K
:End
:Disp "YOU PRESSED [Y=]"

New command: getKey returns a number 
indicating which key has been pressed, or 0 if no 
keys are being pressed.



 Lbl and Goto let you jump to another place in 
the same program

 Labels are named with one
or two letters or numbers

 Goto A5 will search for
Lbl A5, and continue
running the code at that
point in the program.

 Menu( also requires label names for options.



PROGRAM:JUMPS
:Goto A1
:Lbl M
:Disp "THIS LINE IS SECOND"
:Lbl N
:Disp "THIS LINE IS THIRD"
:Return
:Lbl A1
:Disp "THIS LINE IS FIRST"
:Goto M



 Relatively few commands for core 
programming.

 Many more if you use calculator’s math 
commands as well.

 TI-BASIC programs’ structure strongly 
resembles other languages, makes a great 
learning tool.

 Overwhelmed? Write a few programs and 
you’ll quickly find it gets much easier.
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1. Pick a random number for player to guess
2. Reserve a variable to store number of 

guesses
3. Repeat until player guesses correctly:

1. Ask player to type a guess, store in a variable

2. If it’s wrong, tell them if it is too high or too low

3. Increment the number of guesses

4. At the end, show how many guesses the 
player took to get it right



 Get random integer: randInt(low,high)

 Get a number from the user: Input or Prompt
 Display a string or number: Disp
 Repeat code until a condition is true:

:Repeat condition
:Run this code until condition is true
:End

 Store value to variable: → (          )
 Conditional command: If condition:…



PROGRAM:GUESS
:randInt(1,50)→N
:0→M
:Repeat G=N
:Prompt G
:If G>N
:Disp "TOO HIGH"
:If G<N
:Disp "TOO LOW"
:M+1→M
:End
:Disp "CORRECT AFTER:"
:Disp M
:Disp "GUESSES"

Generate number
the player will guess

Repeat the loop from here 
to the End until G=N

Ask the player 
to type a guess

Increment the number 
of guesses used

Init number of guesses

Runs when 
game ends
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 Programming is a key skill for modern 
students

 Calculator programming is a fun way to teach 
programming concepts
 It can also tie into math and science topics

 Recommend using TI-83 Plus, TI-84 Plus, TI-84 
Plus C Silver Edition, or TI-84 Plus CE calculators

 TI-Nspire: Significant differences
 Sample curriculum
 Sample programs



Thank you! Any questions?

Book lottery
More info: cemetech.net

Free eBook: http://tny.im/mL
This Presentation: http://tny.im/8vF
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Quadratic 
Formula:

:Disp (–B+√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:Disp (-B-√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:Disp (–B+√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:Disp (-B-√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

Source Code
:Disp (–B+√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:Disp (-B-√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

+ form

- form

Parentheses are important here

variable



Discriminant:
Whether roots are real, 
double, or complex

acb 42 

:Disp (–B+√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:Disp (-B-√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:Disp (–B+√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:Disp (-B-√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:If B2-4AC<0

:Then

:imaginary roots

:Else

:real/double roots

:End

Run if If
condition is true

Run if If
condition is false



:If 4AC>B2

:Then

:Disp "IMAGINARY ROOTS"

:Else

:Disp (–B+√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:Disp (-B-√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:End

Equivalent to
If B2-4AC<0 Run if If

condition 
is true

Run if If
condition is false



PROGRAM:QUAD

:Prompt A,B,C

:If 4AC>B2

:Then

:Disp "IMAGINARY ROOTS"

:Else

:Disp (–B+√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:Disp (-B-√(B2-4AC))/(2A)

:End

:Return


